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INTRODUCTION

This paper is; a r.hort introduction to some of the major processes which take
place when low-energy electrons collide with molecules. The cove-rage is quite
subjective. Temporary negative ion stater., dissociative electron attachment, and
vibrational and rotational excitation are emphasized. An attempt is made to com-
bine a short introductory framework with examples of recent studies which the
author has found unusually interesting. lonization and electronic excitation
processes have been mentioned in sojne detail in the two previous papers of this
symposium [1,21- Along with elastic scattering, they will largely be neglected
here. Of course, as the electron energy declines below the peak of the ionization
cross section (roughly 100 eV) the relative importance of ionization as an energy
Ions process declines rapidly and, as electron energier, fall still further this is
also true for direct electronic excitation. The processes mentioned above become
much more important and in many instances play a. determining role in the fate of
low-energy electrons. Eventually, if subabanr-er; with a positive electron affinity
are present, electrons are bound to form permanent stable negative ions either by
radiative attachment or through three-body collisions. The discussion} here will
not extend to this point.

Throughout the paper there are examples of the three major categories of
experimental study which have yielded information on low-energy electron inter-
actions. These are: studies which examine the products of electron interactions
(ions, excited species, light); studies which examine the scattered electrons
themselves; and studies which use indirect probes such as negative ions, alkali
atoms, or atoms or molecules in high Rydberg states to gain information on resonances
or negative ion states. Recent inforr-ation on low-energy electron interactions
with H2O will be emphasized where possible because of its relevance to radiation
chemistry.

k

RESONANCES

Resonances, or temporary negative ion states, may be divided into two broad
categories. We will follow the terminology used by G. J. Schulz [3] in his review
of resonances in atoms and diatomic molecules. When the incident electron is
trapped in the potential connected with the ground electronic state of the atom or
molecule, we have a "shape" resonance. The centrifugal, polarization, and exchange
forces combine to create a potential "shape" which traps the electron, usually for
a time in the range 10~ 1 5 to 10 10 sec. The other category of resonances involves
trapping of the electron through direct excitation of electronic or nuclear motion.
Such resonances are known as "core excited" and "nuclear excited" Psshbach resonances,
respectively. Core-excited resonances consist of a "hole" in one of the orbitals
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norm-Ally occupied by an electron and of two "particles," i.e., electrons, in
normally unoccupied orbitals. Frequently, the "parent" core-excited stute to v.O
the incident electron attaches i a a Rydbcrg state (v/eioi-v and Kraujn [h]) since- :
tends to be the most favorable electronic configuration for creating a positive
electron affinity. Whether the parent is a Rydbetv; state or not, the resulting
negative ion resonance lies, for Feschbach states of atoms, below the energy lc"
of the parent, usually by ^0.5 eV. The classic exariple of such a state is the
(ls2s2)2S, 19-3 eV, resonance in lie lying 0.^ eV below the lowest excited state
Ke (23S). The width of this resonance is ^8 i:eV due to its long lifetime which
created by the necessity for an electronic rearrangement to the ground state of
before the trapped electron can escape.

is
Ke

The appearance of a resonance in a cross section can vary from peak to dip
depending on the nature of the interference between potential (direct) scattering
and resonance scattering. Figure 1, adapted from Smith [5] illustrates the effect.

Fig. 1. Partial wave phase shift near a resonance (top position) and resulting
shape of the cross section (bottom portion). The figure illustrates the interfei-enee
between potential and resonance scattering. (After Smith [5l.)

A particular resonance can decay by the emission of an electron into whatever final
states are energetically available and not forbidden by symmetry considerations [6].
The cross section for formation of single co-npound states can be described by the
Breit-Wigner formula:

a(E) a | A | if) (2)

where E is the resonant energy, Tin the partial width for decay into the ground
state, Pout the partial width for decay into the excited state, and T = T±n + rou+.,
the total width. The term A, representing the direct contribution to scattering,"
is SKall compared to the resonance term for inelastic processes.

Resonances in a n;unber of atomic systems often otherwise difficult to study
have been observed by Edwards, Risley, Geballe [7l (0,H) and Edwards and Cunningham [31
(F,0,Cl,Br) by examining the energy spectra of the electrons produced in collisions
of negative ions of these atoms with rare gas atoms and H2. Edwards [9l has also
in this way been able to study the formation of doubly excited states of Ar~.
This is an example of the use of an indirect probe (negative ions) to examine the
interactions of low-energy electrons with atoms. A similar approach may be possible
for reactive or unstable molecules and molecular radicals. Resonances have also
often been observed through fine structure appearing in positive ion and met?stable
production cross sections [3].



For molecules, temporary negative ion states pl&v a role oven richer icvi more;
important than they do for isolated atoms. To quota Gchuj.z [3l "the beauty of
molecules is the variety of decay channels that are possible iv>r compound state.-;:
vibrational and rotational excitation, electronic excitation, elastic scattering,
dissociative attachment, three body attachment, and other;;. Often a major portion
of the cross section for these processes proceeds via a compound state. This is
especially true in the case of vibrational excitation and in several instances of
electronic excitation near ^hreshold. Dissociative attachment (to form a neutral
fragment plus a stable negative ion: e + AX -> A + X 5 can be completely understood
in terms of the formation of a compound state which subsequently autoionizes or
alternatively separates into a neutral atom and a negative ion. The lifetime of
the compound state, together with the excitation tine, determine the magnitude of
the dissociative attachment cross section."

VIBRATIONAL EXCITATION

For all nonpolar molecules studied to date, vibrationai excitation is dominated
by low-energy shape resonances with the possible exception of II2 where calculations
by Breig and Lin [lOl which did not invoke a resonance state but did include the
dependence of the polarization on the internuclear separation, agreed fairly well
with experiment. The classic case of a low-energy shape resonance is the 2JI^ state
of N2. The definitive discussion of the properties of this resonance is contained
in the review of Schulz [3|. Briefly, the nitrogen molecule has the configuration
(0 ls)2(a ls)2(a, 2s)2(Ifu2p)"(a 2p)

2. The first unfilled orbital is II 2p(= 3all
in the united molecule notatioft) and the incident low-energy electron temporarily
occupies this orbital. As the electron escapes, it encounters a d-wave barrier
through which it must tunnel. This "shape" resonance has the symmetry I[ and is
centered around 2.3 eV. It dominates the low-energy electron impact cross section
in K2- Birtwistle and Herzenberg [ill have explained the properties of this resonance
in terms of a "boomerang" model in which the electron in trapped for one vibrational
period only. A Key point of this theoretical model is f. variation in the wiith T
of the resonance with the internuclear separation.• The same 2II resonance also
appears in the elastic cross section. The d wave nature of the resonance has besn
substantiated by Ehrhardt and Willmann [121 through angular distribution measurements
of the scattei'ed electrons. Such observations often provide essential information
on the symmetry of resonances which complement the sensitive transmission or electron
energy loss measurements which are used for locating resonances in the first place.
A glance at Fig. 1, mentally compounded by the complexity inherent in rotational
and vibrational structure, should serve as convincing evidence of the relevance of
symmetry information.

For- polar molecules the situation often becomes more complex. Figure 2 shows
integral excitation functions for the fundamental vibrational modes of the K2O
molecule obtained in high-resolution electron scattering experiments by Seng and
Linder [13]. Here two distinct resonance regimes^are seen, a very sharp and high
threshold resonance and a broader shape resonance region around 6-8 eV. Very
similar results have been obtained by Rohr and Linder for HC1 [l^,15l, HF [l61,
HBr [171 and for H20 and H?.S [171. As the magnitude of the permanent electric
dipole moment decreases the relative importance of the higher energy shape resonance
increases [171 though the situation can also be influenced by the molecular polari-
zability [17!• The sharp, very large (VL0 ls cm 2), low-energy resonances cannot be
explained by a shape resonance mechanism since the angular distributions suggest a
strong s wave through which an electron can escape without having to tunnel through
a centrifugal barrier. Dube and Herzenberg [18] and 1,'esbet [191 have accounted for
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Fig. 2. Integral excitation functions for (100,001) and 010 excitation
of HSO by electrons for the energy range from"threshold to 10 eV. (From Seng and
Linder [13].) The dashed lines are the Born results of Y. Itikawa, J. Phys.°So~
Japan 36:1127 (197*0.

the main features observed by invoking the concept of a "virtual" state. This is a
state not quite bound in a potential well with no external barrier. It would be a
shape resonance if there were any centrifugal barrier, for instance. On the other
hand, Taylor and his collaborators [20] have computed bound resonant states of HCl"
in the fixed nuclei approximation. The explanation of Keabet has the advantage
that, when motion of the nuclei is taken into account a separate virtual state
appears associated with each vibrational threshold, as seen in the experimental •
data.

Analogous results have been obtained by Brauman, Zimmerman, Reed, and Jackson
[21] in studies of the photodetachiaent of electrons from molecules with high dipole
moments (acetophenone enolates) using tunable laser light. In each case they find"
a series of narrow resonances (half width VL nm) beginning at threshold (Fig. 3).
These do not correlate with states appearing in limited basis set MO calculations
and are attributed to the vibrational levels of a Rydberg-like electronic sta~e
supported by the large dipole field of the product neutral.
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Pig. 3. Relative laser photodetachrnent cross section for aeetophenome e:iolate
union frr: 1 Zimmerman and Brauruan [2 l l .



DISSOCIATIVE ELECTRON ATTACHMENT

Dissociative electron attachment to molecules is an important resonance process
which produces permanent trapping of the incident electron through the production
of a stable negative ion. Bardsley, Herzenberg, and Mandl [221 give the expression

Q_ = QQ exp - (2}

for the cross section Q for dissociative electron attachment. Where Q is the cross
section for formation of the compound state, R is the internuclear separation of
ion and neutral, and it divided by the width T is the lifetime of the compound state
against autodetachment. The exponential term represents the probability that the
neutral and negative ion "products" are able to separate to a stabilization point
R1. An isotopically heavier molecule therefore would be more prone to autodezachment
from the resonant state and lower dissociative attachment cross sections would
result. The cross section QQ may also' be mass sensitive [23], however, the above
considerations have been successfully applied to describe qualitatively many of
the observed features of dissociative attachment cross sections [2k] through zhe
impressive range of magnitudes from 10 '^ to 10 23 cm2.

The most recent and comprehensive experiments on dissociative electron attach-
ment to molecules are those of Hall, Mazeau, Gresteau, and their colleagues [2?1.
Energy and angular analysis of autodetached electrons and of the negative ions
themselves has very clearly illustrated the resonance nature of dissociative
attachment in H2, 02, NO, and H2. Though the IT atom does not have a positive
electron affinity (see the review of electron affinities by Hotop and Lineberger [26])
electron impact on the latter two molecules can form N in its unstable 3P ground
state via dissociative attachment resonances. Figure h shows vibrational excitation
of the NO ground state up to v = 27 due to autodetachraent of electrons from the
resonant state responsible for dissociative attachment.
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Fig. k. Electron energy loss spectrum for HO at 8.5 eV incident energy and
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ROTATIONAL EXCITATION

It should be noted that where the term vibrational excitation is used above
rotational excitation is also almost always present so that what is really meant is
combined vibration and rotation. Once the electrOxi energy is reduced below that
necessary to excite vibration (̂ -0.1 eV) pure rotational excitation becomes a factor
of primary importance. It can take place either directly, thiough interaction of
the electron with the induced or permanent molecular dipole or quadrupole moments
or again, through resonances. Calculations of direct rotational excitation have
been quite successful because the detailed molecular structure can be largely
ignored. The original calculations using the quadrupole interaction of homonuclear
diatomics were made by Gerjuoy and Stein [27] and subsequent developments have been
reviewed by Golden, Lane, Temkin, and Gerjuoy [281 and by Takayanagi and Itikawa [291-
A number of workers [30] have shown that molecules possessing permanent electric
dipole moments, y, above a certain critical value (1.625 Debye for a fixed nonrotating
dipole) are capable of supporting stationary states of an electron in the dipole
field. There have been, to date, no definitive general experimental observations
of such ions though CH3CM formed through collisions of atoms and molecules in high
Rydberg states with CH3CW (y = 3-9 Debye) has been observed in three experiments
[31,32,33], but not in another [3h]. Garrett has reviewed the theoretical situation
[35] and has also published practical estimates of the minimum binding energy of
the electron in the dipole field [36]. This is of the order of milli-electron
volts so that such ions would be extremely fragile which may account for the lack
of definitive experimental observations. The same dipole bound states might be
able to support pure rotational resonances. However, this energy region is not
accessible to present electron beam techniques. The question of rotational resonances
in general remains an open one. The electron swarm results of Crompton and Robertson
[371 on H2 and D2 suggest, the existence of such states but an adequate theoretical
explanation for nonpolar molecules has not been forthcoming.

A promising "indirect probe" method for studying very low-energy electron
interactions with molecules has recently been successfully employed by Odom, Cooke,
Hickman, and Hill [38]. Thermal Na atoms, excited to high-Rydberg states by tunable
dye laser, collide in a crossed beam geometry with the target molecules. The very
weakly bound high-Rydberg electrons interact with the target molecules as though
they were slow electrons having the velocity corresponding to the particular Rydberg
orbital selected by the laser (Matsuzawa [391)- Where the target molecule has a
positive electron affinity (S^itjCCle) negative ion attachment peaks are seen as
the successive Rydberg states probe the velocity dependence of the cross section.
Earlier work in this area has recently been reviewed by Edelstein and Gallagher [ko].

COMMENTS ON H20

Finally, we wish to make some brief remarks on- two aspects of low-energy
electron interactions with water. The first of these concerns the nature of the
lowest negative ion states of H2O; the second is to do with electron interaction
with water clusters.

Minima in the two branches of the 2Ai state of H20~ which lead to the 0~
(2P) + H2(

1S ) and H(2S) + OH'C1!) limits at 3-58 and 3-2 eV, respectively,- have
been suggested as the explanation for the observed high rates of the corresponding
associative detachment (AD) reactions [Ull. However, the most detailed theoretical
calculations of low-lying states of H2O have been performed on the 2Bi state [k2]



which is responsible for the dominant H production in dissociative electron attach-
ment (DA) to H20 at 6.5 eV [U3l and there is a relative dearth of information on
the 2Aj surface. Seng and Linder [l3l have recently summarized the existing
experimental and theoretical information on negative ion states in H2O in the
context of their measurements of differential scattering of electrons from H2O.
They concluded that the autodetachment width of the 2Bi state was small (T £
0.1^ eV), which explains its dominance in DA, while T for the 2Aj state is large
(>1 eV) so that negative ions formed in the Franck-Condon region have a very small

2 "^1 2survival probability. Since the 2Ai state alone correlates to the H(2S)
limit, the absence of 0H~ ions in DA is explained. Seng and Linder's [13] electron
angular and velocity distributions convincingly shoved that the 2Ai state was
responsible for the broad vibrational resonance near 7 eV. The important question
of a minimum in the 2Ai surface was, however, left unresolved by the electron
impact experiments which .appear to probe only the Franck-Condon region. War-mack,
Stockdale, and Compton [hk\ made measurements of the energy and angular distributions
of the ionic products formed in impact of Cs and K atoms with H2O with the aim of
obtaining additional information on the HzO~ states. The 0H~ ion was the only
negative ion observed^, indicating that the 2k\ state was being probed, but the
thresholds for the Cs (or K ) and 0H~ onsets were identical to within 0.2 eV. and
corresponded to the H(2S)- + OH~(1Z) limit at 3.28 eV. Had Cs or K appeared before
the OH signal, this would have implied that H20~* was formed in an attractive potential.
The question of a minimum in this lowest negative ion state of Ha0 therefore remains
unclear.

As a final comment on H2O and as a transition toward the liquid state, Fig. 5
shows OH ions recently observed in electron impact on van der Waals dimers, (1*20)2
by Klots and Compton [U5I and H ions for dissociative attachment to single molecules
of H20 [hO], TRe first two peaks in the OH curve are believed due to the mechanism

e + (H20)2 -> H~(H2O) + OH

followed rapidly by the "ion-molecule half reaction"

H"(H20) -> 0H~ + H2 •

(3)
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The third (smallest) peak is due to the corresponding intramolecular process in the
0 (H20) complex. The ion-molecule reaction H + H2O -> OH + H2 is known to proceed
with a very high cross section [**7]> The initial complex on the left-hand side of
reaction (k) therefore corresponds to an ion-molecule collision complex; hence, the
title "ion molecule half reaction" for reaction (*0- Similar processes occur for
larger van der Weals complexes leading to OH (H2O) and within singly ionized
positive complexes. In the latter case, the complex is formed with very little
angular momentum since the only outgoing particle is an electron. These studies may
give direct insight into electron interactions in liquids.
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